
Be Able To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_______________________________ with you, then?1.
(we/shall/never/go/?)

Shall we never be able to go

The cowboys ___________________________ back the stolen horses nor
find the Indians who had run them off.
2.

(past perfect/not/get)
had not been able to get

She wondered if she _________________________ him to his senses in
time to be of service.
3.

(would/bring)
would be able to bring

Last night-ah, she ___________________________ anything last night.4.
(past perfect/not/say)

had not been able to say

I ______________________________ you even a word.5.
(present perfect/not/write)

have not been able to write

Soon we ________________________ both day and night, but not yet.6.
(may/afford)

may be able to afford

_____________________________ to him?7. (she/would/speak/?)Would she be able to speak

She ________________________________ herself to make even her old
friend her confidant.
8.

(past perfect/not/persuade)
had not been able to persuade

All noticed this fact, although no one ____________________ any
explanation.
9.

(past simple/offer)
was able to offer

Mother, is it not nice _____________________ some one all one's
thoughts, and be sure of their interest?
10.

(indefinite/tell)
to be able to tell

I mean, only, that the man ____________________________ her
according to her condition in life.
11.

(should/support)
should be able to support

They shall not suffer while I ________________________ them.12.
(present simple/look after)

am able to look after
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In conclusion, it may be asked
_____________________________________________________________
good the loss?

13.

(how far/the artificial sources of nitrogen/present simple/make/?)

how far are the artificial sources of nitrogen able to make

You threw, and you ___________________________ more than your
forearm before!
14.

(present perfect/not/use)
haven't been able to use

Alice ______________________ for this also.15. (past simple/provide)was able to provide

The Convention-that model of energy-was made up in a great measure of
young heads; no sovereign can ever forget that it __________________
fourteen armies into the field against Europe.

16.

(past simple/put)
was able to put

Sad as she was at the end of that sad day, she still
_____________________ how nice her very ordinary name sounded in this
kind man's voice.

17.

(past simple/notice)
was able to notice

I hope you ______________________ this.18. (may/read)may be able to read

If the young girl has another soul beside her whose pulses vibrate in
unison with hers, she _________________________ the expressions of a
true love.

19.

(present simple/distinguish)
is able to distinguish

With all his tremendous physical power he
______________________________ his former footing among men.
20.

(past perfect/not/regain)
had not been able to regain
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